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Question

Answer(s) provided in Q&A box;
Further answers and discussion
answered at the end of the webinar.

How binding are the supply contracts with those
who want a locked in price? Is force majeure
allowed?

Not exactly sure what you are asking. There are
examples of food service forcing their primary
vendors to carry locally produced products at the
price they want to pay.

Does Sweetgreen have a written guide on what
they consider to be "practicing soil health" and do
they reward farmers for such practices? Thank
you!
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Allison--are you all buying your local products
directly from farmers or are you buying your local
and conventional products both from regional
distributors?

All through regional distributors.

My force majeure question is based on wondering
if buyers want to lock in both a price and a
quantity and if so what about bad weather or other
events that may occur to the farmer. Sorry for the
confusion.

Allison would be a good one to answer this. I was
talking more about farmers setting their own price
for the season so they are not really locked into a
formal contract. Some farmers have great success
with this becuse they have a record of consistent,
high quality product.

Does Appalachian Harvest receive grant or other
external funding, or is the operation supported
only by sales?

Appalachian does have grant funding to offset
some costs.

Does ASD see same customer orders increase
since adding non organic products, or, has adding
non organic drawn in more new accounts?
Thanks!

Being that AH started in organic we've actually
seen a significant increase in sales by adding
conventionalproduce. We wouldn't keep the
trucks full if we only handled certified organic with
our current buyers, and the logistics would make
adding additional organic buyer difficult.

Adam-- What is the timeline of App Harvest's
growth? How quickly did the team expand?
Sweet Green: Does your value chain team find
farmers on their own or find farmers through their
regional distributors first?

Hey there! Most of the farmers we go out and
find, but we will take suggestions from our
distributors too! We assess if they are a good fit.
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